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About me
I’m a Professor at the University of Washington Information School, 
where I’ve been since 2008. I did my Ph.D. at Carnegie Mellon 
University in Pittsburgh, but grew up in Portland, Oregon.

I do:

● Research (on how people learn to code)
● Teaching (on design, software engineering, and information)
● Service (including K-12 education advocacy, as well as overseeing 

our undergraduate program, Informatics)



Outline
● Why might youth pursue a technology major in college?
● What technology majors exist?
● What is Informatics?
● Pathways to Informatics
● Career pathways from Informatics
● Q&A



Five reasons why 
youth might pursue a 
technology major



A desire to shape the future

Technology, for better or worse, is 
shaping our lives, including how we 
work, how we communicate, how we 
play, and how we govern ourselves. 
Studying computing and information is 
a way to participate in creating the 
future.

https://unsplash.com/photos/0E_vhMVqL9g


A desire for justice

Because is shaping the world, they are 
also responsible for either 
perpetuating or resisting systems of 
oppression. Pursuing a technology 
major is a way of getting the power to 
make change.

https://unsplash.com/photos/LfaN1gswV5c


A desire to learn

Because technology changes so 
rapidly, people who study them are 
always learning new things and 
tackling new challenges.

https://unsplash.com/photos/6sAl6aQ4OWI


A desire for stability

Because information and computing 
skills are in such high demand and 
low supply, people who work in 
information technology as developers, 
designers, and entrepreneurs can 
easily make six-figure salaries with 
benefits immediately or short after 
graduating from college.

https://unsplash.com/photos/qCi_MzVODoU


A desire for health, safety, 
wellness, and sustainability
Technology are a key tool in ensuring 
keeping us healthy and wellness, 
keeping our democracy stable, and 
ensuring a sustainable future on this 
planet. Humanity’s biggest epistemic 
crises need computing and 
information solutions.

https://unsplash.com/photos/qI7USKbZY_A


Of course, these aren’t 
the only five reasons...
An inspiring mentor, a 
wonderful teacher, a supportive 
community of creative friends, 
and more can catalyze interest 
in technology too. Teachers and 
schools are fundamental to 
revealing these pathways. 



What technology 
majors exist?



Computer science (CS)

Fundamentally about algorithms, which are 
procedures for automating decisions using 
data. CS is largely concerned with inventing 
new algorithms to automate new things and 
ensuring algorithms are fast and correct.

It emerged from mathematics in the 1950’s after 
digital computers were invented as a way to 
crack German encryption in WWI, and 
calculate missile trajectories.

https://unsplash.com/photos/1LLh8k2_YFk


Statistics

Fundamentally about identifying patterns in 
data and distinguishing those patterns from 
random variation.

It emerged from probability in mathematics 
in the 18th century to help manage the scale 
of industrialization.



Design

Design is fundamentally concerned with 
imagining and prototyping the future of how 
we work, play, and live in society. It uses 
systematic methods to understand social 
problems and imagine changes that improve 
the world.

It emerged in the 20th century from 
architecture, fashion, and print, and has 
rapidly become a part of shaping technology.

https://unsplash.com/photos/4UGmm3WRUoQ


Information science

Information science is fundamentally 
concerned with data, information, and 
knowledge, and how people encode, share, 
find, and interpret information in society.

It emerged from library sciences, which 
solved problems of archiving, retrieval, 
indexing, classification, and literacy.

https://unsplash.com/photos/JKUTrJ4vK00


These fields overlap

All are necessary to create and 
understand modern software 
and information systems

Each brings different methods 
and knowledge to problems of 
shaping technology.



What is Informatics?



A degree for the 
information age
Computer science has excelled at 
automation, but not data.

Statistics has excelled at pattern 
finding, but not data.

Design has excelled at imagining 
futures, but not data.

Informatics is a degree that 
centers data, information, 
and knowledge, teaching 
students about what data is, 
how to collect, structure, 
organize, analyze, retrieve, 
interpret, and communicate 
it, using methods from CS, 
statistics, and design.



Informatics teaches how 
to study information 
Informatics majors study 
misinformation and 
disinformation online and how 
to prevent its spread.



Informatics teaches how 
to analyze information
Informatics majors study data 
science, learning to identify 
good questions, gather data to 
answer questions, and then 
analyze data and report 
answers.

https://unsplash.com/photos/jrh5lAq-mIs


Informatics teaches how to 
imagine and evaluate new 
technologies
Informatics majors study 
design, learning to imagine new 
technologies that let us create 
and access information in new 
ways

https://unsplash.com/photos/gcsNOsPEXfs


Informatics teaches 
how to engineer new 
technologies
Informatics majors study 
development, learning to build 
websites, mobile apps, 
databases, and web services.

https://unsplash.com/photos/k-rKfqSm4L4


Information Schools

Informatics degrees are emerging 
from Information Schools, which 
are the newest departments and 
schools to emerge in academia. 
There are now more than 50 
Information Schools in the United 
States and more than 100 globally.



The University of Washington 
Information School (iSchool)
The Information School at UW 
is one of the oldest and most 
mature in the country, starting 
in 1911 as the Department of 
Library Science, and renamed in 
2001 to the Information School. 
It’s one of the top Information 
Schools in the world.



Informatics at UW

Informatics, our undergraduate 
degree, was launched in 2000, 
and was the first in the country 
to teach at the intersection of 
people, information and 
technology.



What students study

Informatics is the study, design, 
and development of information 
technology for the good of people, 
organizations, and society.

Students take courses in 
research methods, databases, 
coding, design, and data 
science.



Our faculty

Because information is relevant 
to so many disciplines, our 
faculty come from across 
academia: computer science, 
information science, design, 
ethics, sociology, psychology, 
learning sciences, health 
sciences, and more.



Our staff help students...

● Navigate their studies
● Organize communities
● Get internships
● Find careers
● Connect with mentors



Pathways to 
Informatics



Informatics is currently 
“capacity constrained”
That means that even after a student has 
joined UW, we don’t accept everyone. (We 
want to, but we don’t have enough faculty to 
teach everyone who is interested).

Informatics is one of the most popular 
majors on the Seattle campus, and so we 
run three admissions processes to select 
students for admission.

https://ischool.uw.edu/programs/informatics/admissions


Freshman direct admissions

High school students can apply to UW 
and select Informatics as their 
preferred major. We admit most 
Freshman who apply directly.

https://ischool.uw.edu/programs/informatics/admissions/freshman-direct-admission


Transfer

Students coming from running 
start, 2-year colleges, or other 
colleges and universities can 
apply to UW and Informatics at 
the same time. They’re 
considered alongside current 
UW, but aren’t required to meet 
prerequisites only offered at 
UW.

https://ischool.uw.edu/programs/informatics/admissions/transfer-students


Apply as a UW student

After a student arrives on 
campus, they can meet 
prerequisites, then apply with a 
short essay. We currently admit 
about 1 of 3 applicants, though 
we’re trying to grow to a point 
where we admit everyone. 
Nearly all applicants who apply 
are qualified.

https://ischool.uw.edu/programs/informatics/admissions/current-students


Pathways from 
Informatics



Software development

Informatics is excellent preparation 
for a career as a software developer. 
Our core requirements provide 
significant exposure to foundations in 
programming, databases, web 
development and design, and we offer 
extensive software engineering 
electives.

https://youtu.be/_R8bIIQxajA


Data scientists

The rapidly evolving profession of data 
science is bringing many of the ideas 
from scientific data analysis and 
large-scale data mining to businesses, 
to help them answer strategic 
questions with data. It combines fields 
such as information science, 
computer science, statistics, design 
and social science.

https://youtu.be/pP0ya8JVrkg


User experience (UX) 
designers
UX designers envision user interfaces and 
customer experiences and often do 
foundational applied research to discover 
new product opportunities. Informatics 
students learn to critique, prototype, and 
envision designs and learn a wide range of 
research methods that can be used to 
discover problems that information 
technology can solve.

https://youtu.be/HvUHyZb1-9Y


Product managers

Product managers integrate perspectives 
on design, technology, marketing and 
sales to decide what to make to meet a 
market need.

https://youtu.be/R0ffUjavxxs


Cybersecurity

Informatics is excellent preparation to 
become a cybersecurity professional, 
learning to create, deploy, use and manage 
systems that preserve individual and 
organizational privacy and security. Many 
of the core courses in software 
development cover security foundations, 
while many of our courses on ethics cover 
privacy foundations.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GV2XoNHuyrw


Biomedical and Health 
Informatics
Hospitals and health IT providers are in 
desperate need of people educated in 
information technology as well as biology, 
medicine and health. Experts in these 
areas design and develop software to 
support individual and population health, 
support research on disease, and create 
the infrastructure used by medicine to 
provide care worldwide.



Information architects

Information architecture focuses on the 
content that people encounter with 
technology. Thinking about what content 
should exist, how it should be organized, 
how people can search and browse it, 
where content comes from, and how 
content can be used strategically.

https://youtu.be/_lwzWdO8AI8


Researchers

Informatics is excellent preparation for 
pursuing doctoral studies in computer 
science, information science and related 
social sciences. Our core courses provide 
foundations in theory, research methods, 
ethics and policy, and we offer many 
electives in advanced areas of our faculty’s 
expertise.

https://ischool.uw.edu/people/faculty


K-12 pathways to 
Informatics



Grow technology 
offerings, especially CS
Curricula like AP CS Principles, 
Exploring Computer Science, 
Bootstrap Algebra, Bootstrap 
Data Science, Bootstrap Physics, 
AP Statistics all provide 
outstanding introductions to 
topics in CS, Information 
Science, and Statistics.

https://www.csforall.org


Hire dual-endorsed 
teachers who can teach CS
There are several new 
pre-service programs beginning 
to prepare secondary CS 
educators, including at the 
University of Washington, 
Seattle campus. (I’m co-leading 
one that will graduate students 
in 2022).

https://criticalcsed.org


Support CS professional 
development for primary
Helping youth gain confidence 
in interacting with data, 
information, and code will help 
develop interests in middle and 
high school electives, which can 
build further interest and 
self-efficacy for college degrees.

https://codeorg.medium.com/new-mexico-announces-first-ever-funding-for-cs-teacher-professional-development-9bd74eaf0d10


Questions?
● Experts at the intersection of people, information, and technology 

are more important than ever
● CS focuses on algorithms, statistics on patterns, design on futures, 

and Informatics on data.
● Informatics is part of the broader 100+ school iSchool movement
● Informatics at UW is the study, design, and development of 

technology for the good of people, organizations, and society.
● Students can apply as freshman admits, transfer students, or 

current UW students.
● K-12 is an essential part of developing pathways to Informatics.


